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The Grapevine
The Newsletter of the
International Women’s Association, Georgia
IWA Georgia strives to: welcome and assist newcomers to Georgia; foster goodwill and friendship
among association members; build relationships between women of different cultures living in
Georgia; provide the opportunity to socialize with each other; and enhance our members
understanding of Georgia.

Sign for the old Tbilisi Gold Market
at the Tbilisi Central Railway Station, circa 2003
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Letter from the President
Dear Members,
Dear Friends,
What an amazing year we had!!
It has been full of activities, excitement and great achievements!
I am happy to announce that this year, since its foundation in 1996, IWAG has recorded
the greatest achievements of all times in all areas of its activities.
Thanks to the incredible work of all Committee chairs, co-chairs and members; this year,
IWAG reached the highest number in its membership from 42 different nationalities; the
highest numbers in organizing coffee mornings & evenings as well as running interest
groups led by its members.
As for the Fundraising, IWAG set another fundraising record this year, which has put a big
challenge to pass for coming years! Of course, the success of IWAG Winter Fair is due
largely to the diligent efforts of our very experienced Fundraising Chair, Barbara Beglinger
–needless to say- with the great support of Board members, IWAG members, many
volunteers and friends who are committed to helping the IWAG shape its future and give
more to the Georgian society.
While we were setting our annual work plan last year, our main goal was to concentrate
more on the “institutional building” of the IWAG. It has been quite an extensive but also
meticulous work for all Vice Presidents, CPC members, Treasurers, and Nana Dvali.
I sincerely would like to extend my great appreciation especially to all CPC members for
their dedication to this cause. Besides their huge regular workload; they showed an
outstanding cooperation to assist on this particular aim as well. But it was worth it!
Now, it is my great pleasure to announce that IWAG has the “CHARITABLE ORGANIZATION
STATUS”.
This is indeed a well-deserved result of IWAG’s long years of service to the Georgian
society. Now, once again, I can proudly say that IWAG is definitely one of the most
respectable NGOs in Georgia.
With this opportunity, I would like to extend once again my heartfelt thanks to the 20162017 Board Members for their great work and enthusiasm.
WELL DONE TEAM!!

As in the previous years, we will not have General Business Meetings July and August.
But we will have one last gathering with our traditional “summer lunch” on June 7th
to celebrate a successful year of the IWAG, to bid last farewells to our leaving
members and to enjoy each others company before summer break.
As you all know, with the Annual Board Election on May, we have new members at
the 2017-2018 board of IWAG. I would like to welcome all our new board members
and thank them for volunteering: Aleid Douma, Petra Benko, Manana Chubinidze,
Oya Atakan, Rusudan Nikolaishvili, Tatiana Balduc and Shirin Nejadi. The complete
IWAG board list is included in this Grapevine.
Some of our previous Board members needed a little break from being very active
IWAG members and left their chairs to new volunteers: Carolyn Rice, who was our
2nd Vice President & CPC Chair and Bonnie Smith, who was our Newsletter Chair.
Thanks to Carolyn for her dedicated work in following carefully each steps of the
project cycle and helping not only IWAG’s focus project but also many of our
important social assistance projects to be completed successfully this year. Thanks to
Bonnie Smith for her incredible work of putting all information together so skillfully in
every issue of the Grapewine. We have enjoyed every page of it.
Unfortunately, we will bid farewell to some members leaving Georgia. In particular, I
would like to mention two board members: Sarah Bryan-Shultz, who was our
Corresponding Co-chair & FB Administrator and Victoria Aquin, who was our
Recording Secretary. They both were the coordinators of IWAG Cook Book called
”From Our Table to Your Table” as well as contributors and editors of “Tbileasy Guide
Book”. These are two very useful publications that we are so proud of. We thank them
both for their professionalism, hard work and most importantly their friendship
during all these years. Dear Sarah and Victoria, we wish you all the best in your new
postings.
We have two other valuable members who are also leaving Georgia. Thanks to Eka
Kmaladze, who is the leader of the Infant House Volunteer Group. She didn’t only
restore but also improved our cooperation with the Infant House and created a
dedicated volunteer group with her amazing positivity and organizational skills. Ayse
Unal, who is the Leader of Turkish Conversation Group; with her enthusiasm and
teaching skills, all members participating her group learn more about Turkish
language & culture. Thank you. This was indeed a very TASTY Conversation Group!

Last but not least, unfortunately, we have to say SAYANORA to Harue Kaitani.
She has been an invaluable part of IWAG since many years. With her big benevolent
heart, she has been one of the most active members of our CPC, volunteering for
visiting projects sites; collecting all kinds of donations, storing, classifying and
distributing them to schools, hospitals and shelters. Also, one day, you could see
her as our Ikebana teacher, the other day she was an Origami teacher for some
school children. She has been a great supporter of IWAG in every field by
participating many interest groups and leading the most popular one as well. Dear
Harue San, we cannot thank you enough!!
We once again extend our deepest gratitude to these wonderful ladies for their
great contributions. We will definitely miss you a lot…
I wish you all a wonderful summer.
Until we see each other again,
Nahvamdiz..
Simay Gümrükçü

IWA General Business Meeting

1.Welcome
2. Approval of the last GBM Minutes
3.Financial Balance
4.New Projects to be presented/voted
5.End of Year Reports
President
Fundraising
CPC (slides provided)
Membership ( 1 slide)
Hospitality
Interest groups
Corresponding Secretary
Recording Secretary
Culture
Special events
Newsletter

6.Thanking 2016-2017 BMs
7.Introducing 2017-2018 BM Nominees
8.Election
9.Special event Announcement: Summer Lunch
10.Announcements

2017-2018 IWAG BOARD MEMBERS
Positions

CHAIRS

CO CHAIRS

President

Simay Gümrükçü

-

1st Vice President
/Fundraising

-

2nd Vice President / CPC

Barbara Kohler
Beglinger
Aleid Douma

Treasurer

Gülşah Yıldız

Corresponding Secretary

Irene Makhatadze

Recording Secretary

Alice Sherrod

Shirin Nejadi

Membership

Nino Kirvalidze

Hospitality

Tako Megrelishvili

Rusudan
Nikoleishvili
Diana Shatirishvili

Culture

Svetlana Henderson

Katy Zurabiani

Special Events

Güniz Kayatekin

Tako Kikabidze

Interest Groups

Anush Klimczyk

Tatiana Balduc

Newsletter

Petra Benkö

Manana Chubinidze
& Oya Atakan
Dea Ghvaberidze

Community Projects Committee News

IWA, Georgia is now a
legally registered
charity with the
Government of Georgia.
CPC Approved Projects (Awaiting GBM Approval)
AVNG: 14,243 GEL for kitchen appliances. This will
complete the 2017 Focus Project.
AISI: 12,500 GEL for the building of a bigger green
house.
Infant House: 2,651 for kitchen equipment.
Hearing aids for a 10-year-old boy: 2,800 GEL
The grand opening of the Sports Hall was on May 6, with a
celebratory supra afterwards

Chakrulo & The Golden Record
What Is the Golden Record
Pioneers 10 and 11, which preceded Voyager, both
carried small metal plaques identifying their time
and place of origin for the benefit of any other
spacefarers that might find them in the distant
future. With this example before them, NASA placed
a more ambitious message aboard Voyager 1 and 2a kind of time capsule, intended to communicate a
story of our world to extraterrestrials. The Voyager
message is carried by a phonograph record-a 12inch gold-plated copper disk containing sounds and
images selected to portray the diversity of life and
culture on Earth.
The contents of the record were selected for NASA by a committee chaired by Carl Sagan of
Cornell University, et. al. Dr. Sagan and his associates assembled 115 images and a variety of
natural sounds, such as those made by surf, wind and thunder, birds, whales, and other animals.
To this they added musical selections from different cultures and eras, and spoken greetings
from Earth-people in fifty-five languages, and printed messages from President Carter and U.N.
Secretary General Waldheim. Each record is encased in a protective aluminum jacket, together
with a cartridge and a needle. Instructions, in symbolic language, explain the origin of the
spacecraft and indicate how the record is to be played. The 115 images are encoded in analog
form. The remainder of the record is in audio, designed to be played at 16-2/3 revolutions per
minute. It contains the spoken greetings, beginning with Akkadian, which was spoken in Sumer
about six thousand years ago, and ending with Wu, a modern Chinese dialect. Following the
section on the sounds of Earth, there is an eclectic 90-minute selection of music, including both
Eastern and Western classics and a variety of ethnic music [Voyager traveled beyond Pluto’s
orbit in 1990.] As Carl Sagan has noted, "The spacecraft will be encountered and the record
played only if there are advanced spacefaring civilizations in interstellar space. But the launching
of this bottle into the cosmic ocean says something very hopeful about life on this planet."

The definitive work about the Voyager record is "Murmurs of Earth" by Executive Director, Carl
Sagan, Technical Director, Frank Drake, Creative Director, Ann Druyan, Producer, Timothy Ferris,
Designer, Jon Lomberg, and Greetings Organizer, Linda Salzman. Basically, this book is the story
behind the creation of the record, and includes a full list of everything on the record. "Murmurs
of Earth", originally published in 1978, was reissued in 1992 by Warner News Media with a CDROM that replicates the Voyager record. Unfortunately, this book is now out of print, but it is
worth the effort to try and find a used copy or browse through a library copy. [At the time of this
writing used copies were available from Amazon. This article reprinted from:
http://voyager.jpl.nasa.gov/spacecraft/goldenrec.html

Voyager Golden Record: 40th Anniversary Edition
This is a KICKSTARTER project with a very interesting video on
the history of the Golden Record.
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/ozmarecords/voyager-golden-record-40th-anniversary-edition/description

The Untold Story of How “Chakrulo” Ended Up in Space
“High-ranking Soviet politicians did everything they could to get the popular Russian
song ‘Moscow Nights’ (Podmoskovniye Vechera) included in the project. Despite
their attempts, Mrs. Druyan and her friends didn’t consider it a masterpiece worthy
of inclusion. They turned to Alan Lomax, a legendary American folklorist, for advice.
He instantly discarded the Russian song and had them listen to the Georgian song
‘Chakrulo’ instead.” – says movie director Ramaz Bluashvili. Read the rest of the
story at: http://www.georgianjournal.ge/discover-georgia/28321-the-untold-story-of-how-chakrulo-ended-up-inspace.html

Listen to Chakrulo (Tchakrulo)
http://www.unesco.org/archives/multimedia/?pg=33&s=films_
details&id=1737 (UNESCO Intangible Heritage)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EDAQTM1IhMA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bV85zrndvdY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wg1gmmpsVmI

Chakrulo (Tchakrulo) Oh sword, planted deep
inside!
ხიდისთავს შევკრათ
პირობა,
Oh sword, forged in
ჩვენ გავხდეთ ღვიძლი
Khevuresti,
ძმანია,
A Tushetian painted you in
ჩავუხტეთ მუხრან ბატონსა, Telavi,
თავს დავანგრიოთ ბანია.
King Irakli consecrated you,
მუხრან ბატონის ყმობითა,
He drew upon you a cross for
ფქვილი ვერ დავდგი
war.
გოდრითა,
დეკეული ვერ გავზარდე,
Oh enemy come oppress me, I
კალო ვერ ვლეწე მოზვრითა cry not,
For crying is the way of
ხმალო ხევსურეთს ნაჭედო, women,
თელავში თუშმა გაგფერა,
I've been in this state many
მეფე ე...რეკლემ გაკურთხა,
times,
საომრად ჯვარი დაგწერა.
But I have not groaned,
Hang on, let me sharpen
მტერო დამჩაგრე არ ვსტირი, My sword-pistol, the steel that
ტირილი დიაცთ წესია,
sparks the fire,
ბევრჯერ ვყოფილვარ ამ
Let me use you to cleanly
დღეში,
spark
მაგრამ არ დამიკვნესია,
That which you have sown for
მაცადე ერთი ავლესო,
me.
http://lyricstranslate.com/en/chakrulo-tchakrulo-ohხმალ–ჩახმახ ცეცხლის
sword-planted-deep-inside.html
მკვესია,
სულ წმინდათ მოგამკევინო,
King Irakli II
რაც ჩემთვის დაგითესია...

Notices & Special Offers

SUMMER LUNCH
7 JUNE 2017
WEDNESDAY
at 12:00

TBILISI MARRIOTT HOTEL
Rustaveli Avenue 13

IWA’s Art Gallery Owners
Theresa Weinheimer
This is first in a series of three articles presenting the work of IWA members who own and run Art
Galleries in Tbilisi. They are: Ika Bokuchava, Director of the iART Gallery; Eka Reisner, Director of Art
Gallery Vake and Dali Nazarishvili, Artist and Owner of Gallery Dali.

This article will present the
iART Gallery, directed and
owned by Ika Bokuchava and
ably assisted by Katia,
Mariam and Salome (who is
not in this picture).
Ika started her career as a mathematician. She
taught at the university level for 25 years and
loved her work.
During the chaos that ensued after the Soviet Union was disbanded and the Civil War
started, her work was interrupted. At this moment she decided that “life was too short” and that
she would devote her life to art. She saw a connection between math and art bringing harmony to
life.
Ika came from a cultured family which had great interest in the arts and had many
artists as friends. She grew up with a love of art and later started collecting paintings
and art objects. Ika had a knowledge of the Masters and of famous Georgian artists
such as Lado Gudiashvili and Niko Pirosmani. She expanded her vision by studying
and traveling abroad, visiting museums like the Prado, Gallerie d’Orsay, the Louvre
and the J. Paul Getty Museum in Los Angeles.
Upon her return she discovered many talented artists in Georgia.
Her first big discovery was Merab Abramashvili who was influenced
by Medieval Georgian frescoes and oriental miniatures.
It was a difficult time in Georgia, but art was a positive release for the
people who were depressed about their situation. The artistic
community was exciting and it opened Ika’s eyes to modern Georgian
art. She soon found that she had collected 500-600 paintings and
objects at home and it was time to start a gallery. She started in a
small space but soon became very successful. The artists became her
friends and she loved being in this world. She approached the business
of art dealing scientifically but not primarily to make a big profit. She
only took 10-20% commission (sometimes 30% but rarely). Most
galleries especially in the US take 50%. If an artist gives her a painting
she feels obliged to work hard for them. Her ambition is to work with
the artists and make them famous.

Five years ago, Ika bought the building at 13
Uznadze St. where the present gallery is
housed. It is a fabulous building with Persian
influence. Situated near the river, it has a lovely
traditional balcony where one can sit and appreciate
the view.
Ika had to put to put a lot of work into restoring the
building inside and out, to bring it to it’s present
beauty. She considers the building itself as a work of
art. The building had been sub-divided into three
apartments and it’s outstanding features were
hidden by temporary partitions and years of
neglect. She finally opened the new gallery two
years ago. She is presently restoring the courtyard
for future events.
Ika’s currently showing the work of Gega
Paksashvili called “Alter Liber”. It consists of
a
collection of images from his series of
dramatic art books based on various
themes. One is an homage to Samuel
Beckett’s play “Waiting for Godot”- socalled theater of the absurd- in which two
everyman characters are waiting for the
arrival of someone named Godot who
never arrives.
Another two books are based on the “Bolero”. The happy “Bolero” celebrates Ravel’s composition,
originally commissioned as a ballet for a Russian dancer, Ida Rubenstein, premiered in 1928. The tragic
“Bolero” recalls the chaos of 1989 and the following Georgian Civil Wars.

THE THEATER OF SHADOWS

The rest of the show are Gega’s paintings interpreting the New Testament. His images embody
ghostly human forms with outstretched arms and open hands, emotionally charged with
expressionist angst. This is Gega’s first show of paintings after an absence of 25 years, when he
worked primarily in graphic design and pursued other projects. He is excited to come back to the
canvas.

In addition to Art shows, Ika has been holding Salons where music, poetry and discussion of art
occur in small groups of about 30 people, reminiscent of the Salons of Paris. Of the last two, one
featured folk musicians from the Bardi Festival

Another was a remembrance of the
artist Gaiene Khachaturian where
friends gathered,
Told stories, read poetry and sang
songs with the background of her
paintings from their collections.
Ika has also established what she
calls the Memory Project. Two or
three exhibits a year to revive works
from before the 90’s when artists
were forced to work in a certain
style dictated by the Soviets.
They were also working secretly in their own more avant-garde styles. They were very talented
and she wants to be remembered. Three or four times a year Ika puts together special
exhibitions of young artists to expose them to a larger audience. Some are shown below.
Mariam Rukhadze works In the gallery.(on the left) and Shalva Matuashvili on right.

Some Gallery Ambiance.

Ika’s Gallery is a wonderful space
that provides an opportunity to
view art at a high level. I thank her
for her cooperation and generosity
with her time.
She even provides a space for the
IWA chorus to practice.

Feature Article

Sona Gorashvili Playing an Accordian
Niko Pirosmani 1898

Feature Article

Noteworthy
National Geographic Traveller
Names Georgia as ‘Discovery
of the Year’
http://agenda.ge/news/77988/eng

The Greatest War Photographer
You’ve Never Heard Of
Very few women went to Vietnam as journalists,
and even fewer as dedicated war photojournalists.
In fact, for most of the 1960s, there were only two:
Dickie Chapelle, who was killed by a grenade in
1965, and Catherine Leroy.
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/03/28/opinion/vietnam-leroyphotoessay.html?WT.mc_ev=click&WT.mc_id=NYT-E-I-NYT-E-AT-033017L1&amp=&amp=&em_pos=large&emc=edit_el_20170330&nl=el&nl=attimes&nlid=47618224&ref=headline&te=1

The curves of the Georgian alphabet
seduce UNESCO
http://www.georgianjournal.ge/arts-a-culture/33244-the-curves-of-the-georgianalphabet-seduce-unesco.html

Georgian Restaurant, Cheeseboat:

A
Brooklyn restaurant makes bread boats filled with
cheese. Owner Netty Davitashvili and Chef Dima
Molashvili appear in this video.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GM_Lx3fcask

Coffee Mornings
12th -April- Donna Daniels- with the art Exhibition of Levan Mosiashvili

19th April- Simay Gumrukcu –at Gardenia with Zurab Shevardnadze and
special Lighting Accessories Exhibition of Mrs.Tako Urushadze

26th April- Tamar Gogatishvili – at National Parliamentary Library of
Georgia with the exhibition of Rezo Mekvabishvili,

Language

Lack of Oxford Comma Could Cost
Maine Company Millions in
Overtime Dispute
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/03/16/us/oxford-commalawsuit.html?emc=edit_nn_20170319&nl=morningbriefing&nlid=47618224&te=1&_r=0

Want to learn more check out IWA
Member, Nana Shavtvaladze’s
Language School
http://www.lsgeorgia.com/

The Many Ways to Say “Hello”
All cultures have that word—that one word in the language
that breaks the ice, demolishes walls, generates smiles and
creates an instant, if momentary, bond between total
strangers. It’s nothing short of magic, really, how a simple
greeting could generate so much goodwill in the streets or
make somebody drop anything they’re doing and give
another their complete attention.
It comes in different forms and sounds in different
languages. It could come with a bow, a nod, a handshake or
a wave, but they all somehow signify the same thing—a
recognition of another, a way of saying, “I see you.”
Just as learning any new language starts with “hello,” a friendship that lasts a lifetime could start with
a simple “hello!”
1. 你好! (Nǐ hǎo)
Language: Chinese (Mandarin)
The Chinese greeting is 你好, pronounced as nǐ hǎo.
你 means “you” and 好 means “good.”
As you may well know, Chinese is a tonal language full of dips, rises and curves in intonation. The two
characters (你好) are pronounced using the third of four tones where you pronounce the syllable
initially with a falling tone and round it up with a rising tone. Hence the symbol (v).
You have to be careful with Chinese pronunciation because you might call somebody’s mother a
horse (as both “mother” and “horse” are pronounced as ma but with different tones).
You also need a special “hello” when you want to be polite. So, instead of greeting with nǐ hǎo, you’ll
say “您好” (nín hǎo).
Now, that pronunciation may just have a one letter difference in pinyin, but it speaks volumes! The
second greeting is more formal and should be used when greeting a person more senior than you.
Otherwise, you’d come off as haughty and disrespectful. Chinese is big on respect, and not just for
persons of authority, but most especially for elders.
When you want to ask a person how they are, you say “你好吗?” (nǐ hǎo ma?).
The ma at the end turns the whole thing into a question form. So from the literal, “you good,” it now
becomes “are you good?” In fact, it would be quite easy to spot Chinese questions in conversation
because they often end those sentences with a ma.
Your answer to this particular one should be a quick “我很好” (wŏ hĕn hǎo xièxie). Which means “I’m
fine, thank you.”
Many Chinese greetings might seem odd when taken literally. For example, instead of asking “how
are you?” Chinese speakers will often say, “你吃了吗?” (nǐ chī le ma?) which means “Have you
eaten?”
No, they’re not really asking about your stomach per se. It’s a way of showing care for you and your
well-being, so don’t go on a soliloquy about what you had for breakfast or that you’re going to the
grocery store to get some stuff. Simply say, “吃了你呢?” (chī le, nǐ ne?) which means, “I’ve eaten,
how about you?”
That’s small talk, Chinese style.

2. 今日は (Konnichiwa)
Language: Japanese
Konnichiwa is the general, widely-used term to say “hello” in Japanese. You can use it at any time
during the day or night, and it would be appropriate for both formal and informal settings.
But if you want to be time-specific, you can use “お早うございます” (ohayō gozaimasu) in the
morning, “今日は” (konnichiwa) in the afternoon and “今晩は” (konbanwa) in the evening.
When meeting a person for the first time, you want to say “初めまして” (hajimemashite), which
roughly translates as “nice to meet you.”
Bowing is deeply ingrained in the Japanese culture. While handshakes often signify warmth and
welcome, the bow is a sign of respect and dates back to the 5 th century.
The Japanese bow in many different settings. It punctuates and lubricates social interaction. They
bow when meeting a person, to say hello and goodbye, when thanking, apologizing, asking for a favor
and when beginning and ending a meeting or event (like when ending a Skype chat!).
When meeting a person, the general rule is that the higher the status of the person you’re meeting,
the lower you should bow. We’ve got the 会釈 (eshaku), which is a kind of bow you give to
acquaintances, coworkers and people of equal social rank. An eshaku is approximately a 15° waist
bow. For greeting people who are higher in status than you, like bosses, elders and government
officials, you do the 敬礼 (keirei) which is around 45°.
You should remember that when you bow, that’s not an excuse for your back to get lazy and slouch.
That’s not really a picture of respect, is it? So don’t curve your spine. Bend from the waist and keep
your spine straight.
In addition to status dynamics involved, by bowing you’re placing yourself in a vulnerable position to
prove that you have no ill intent to the other person. Just as shaking hands proves you’re not
concealing a weapon or blade in your palm, by bowing and exposing your neck, you put yourself, in a
way, at the mercy of the other person.
3. 안녕하세요 (Anyeonghaseyo)
Language: Korean
If you’ve listened to any Korean conversation before, you’ve probably heard 안녕하세요
(anyeonghaseyo). That’s because it’s the standard Korean greeting for practically any occasion and
any time of the day—morning, afternoon or night. They have alternatives to anyeonghaseyo but they
rarely ever use these.
You can use anyeonghaseyo when you greet practically anybody. You can use it with friends and
elders alike. It’s a polite greeting which roughly means “please be well.”
But make no mistake, just because you can anyeonghaseyo with practically anybody doesn’t mean
the Korean culture is relaxed on seniority, elder respect and honorific expressions. On the contrary. Of
the Chinese, Japanese and Koreans, I’ve seen that it’s the Koreans who most strictly observe the rules
of elder respect and seniority.
For example, it’s really not rude to ask about someone’s age when you first meet them because it’s
the only clear way of establishing who’s older and younger between the two of you. And once
established, this will affect virtually every interaction you’ll have with each other. You may be the
same age, but if they were born a week ahead of you then they’re your senior, and you should be
using honorific expressions when interacting with them. Another interesting note is that Koreans tend
to romantically pair themselves, as much as possible, with someone their age because they don’t
want to fraternize with someone their junior.
Okay, going back to anyounghaseyo, if you want to dial down the formality a bit, especially when
you’re with friends and people that you know well, you can drop the haseyo and simply say
“anyeong.”

But what if you want to dial up the formality, like when you welcome an esteemed guest at your
house or when the boss of your boss happens to walk into the elevator? You drop the “haseyo” and
exchange it with hashimnikka. So the expression becomes a very formal and a very polite
anyeonghashimnikka. It still means “please be well,” but in a more formal form.

4. Bonjour
Language: French
Let’s say you just landed in Paris and are psyched to see all the sights. You just hopped off the taxi a
few seconds ago and are now in the hotel lobby, excitedly walking towards that lady over at the
reception. How would you greet her? (Or how would you have greeted your taxi driver?)
Bonjour! That’s how.
It’s the French word for “hello.”
Bon means “good”—as in bon appétit (good appetite) and bon voyage (good journey).
Jour means “day”—as in soupe du jour (soup of the day)—and so bonjour literally means “good day.”
The term is flexible and can be used both for formal and informal settings. Moreover, it can be
conveniently blurted out in the mornings and in the afternoons. So you don’t have to have that
awkward English experience of, for example, greeting someone with “good morning!” and then
looking at your watch, realizing your mistake and saying, “oh, I’m sorry, I meant good afternoon.”
How about at night? Well, you simply say, “bonsoir.”
Soir means “evening.” And with just your bonjour and bonsoir, you’ve got the whole 24 hours
covered.
Another way of saying “hello” is salut. The final letter is silent, just like in Champs-élysées or Paris.
(The French don’t pronounce the s in Paris.) Salut is appropriate for more informal settings and is
often used with one’s close friends. Think of it like the English word “hi.”
Now let’s say you’ve just done a whirlwind tour of Paris and you’re slumped lifelessly on the hotel
bed when, suddenly, the phone rings. How do you answer it? Well, when you answer the phone,
remember that you don’t use bonjour or bonsoir. Use allô, with the stress on the second syllable!
5. Hola
Language: Spanish
There are 21 countries in the world that speak Spanish—that is, as their official language—and there
are still more Spanish-based languages like those in Aruba, Bonaire, Curaçao, Guam and Northern
Marianas. In total, Spanish is spoken natively by around 442 million folks on the planet—at least.
In fact, Spanish is the second most widely used language in the world, after Chinese. English comes
third.
Spanish is a widespread language today because when Spain was a world superpower in the 16th to
the 18th centuries, its explorers traveled far and wide in search of spices and gold and they
established numerous colonies from Latin America to Asia.
So now you’ve got a case where learning to say “hello” in Spanish has become a requirement for
modern life. There’s a big chance that you’ll be meeting and hanging out with a native speaker in
your lifetime.
But not to worry, saying “hello!” in Spanish is simple enough. We almost all know to say “hola.“ Just
remember that the letter h is silent in this case, just like it is in the English word “heir.”
To be time-specific, you can use buenos dias (good morning), buenas tardes (good afternoon) and
buenas noches (good night). But, of course, you can use hola in both formal and informal settings, at
any time of day or night.

This is often the first word you say to any native speaker, pairing it with two cheek kisses (starting
with their right cheek).
Spanish is largely a cheek-kissing language. In Latin America, for example, cheek kissing is a pretty
much standard greeting between a man and a woman or between two women. In Argentina, Chile
and Uruguay, male friends greet and congratulate each other with cheek kisses.
If you are uncomfortable with such a gesture, then a firm handshake or a friendly wave is just as
good. What is required, though, is that great smile of yours that’s worth a thousand cheek kisses.
6. Hallo
Language: German
Saying “hello” in German is really very easy. It’s Hallo.
Simple. Hallo!
This is an informal way to greet one’s friend or folks you’re familiar with. But when it comes to
greeting someone formally, like a business associate or someone who’s a bit more senior than you,
the trio of Guten Morgen! (good morning), Guten Tag! (good day) and Guten Abend! (good evening)
would be more appropriate.
German, like many other languages, distinguishes between informal and formal communications.
Only use informal language when talking with someone you really know and someone who really
knows you. Just to be safe with anyone else outside that group, and especially in business situations,
use the Guten trio and pair them with a firm handshake.
Remember also that, just like their English cousins, these three greetings are time-sensitive. Guten
Morgen is only good until about 12 noon, Guten Tag is appropriate until around 6 p.m. and after that
it’s all about Guten Abend.
In real-life situations, conversations often don’t end after the hellos. You wouldn’t want to break the
ice with a hearty German Hallo or Guten Morgen then act all silent and weird, right?
Move the conversation forward by asking “how are you?” For informal settings, ask “wie geht es dir?”
For those in positions of authority or those folks you don’t know well enough, the more formal “wie
geht es Ihnen?” is more appropriate.
Listen also for those very lines so that you can courteously reply if you get asked. Reply with, “Gut,
danke.” (I’m fine, thank you.)
And when you get asked how you are, it is only proper you ask how they are in return. Say, “Und
Ihnen?” (And you?)
In fact, make that part of the previous line. When you get asked how you are, say, “Gut, danke. Und
lhnen?” (I’m fine, thank you. And you?)
7. Ciao
Language: Italian
Ciao, (pronounced “chow,” as in food) is probably the most recognized Italian greeting. It’s an informal
interjection and can mean both “hello” and “goodbye”—just like aloha in Hawaiian, shalom in
Hebrew or salaam in Arabic.
If you’re saying it to a group of friends, you would say, “ciao a tutti.” Tutti means “everybody,” so the
phrase literally translates to “hello to everybody.”
Ciao does have a colorful history. It’s from a Venetian phrase that literally means, “I am your slave.”
(Really, it’s more like, “I am at your service.”) But that’s not why you shouldn’t use ciao with your
boss, teacher or anybody who’s your elder. Ciao is informal and reserved only for close friends and for
people who you already know.
When meeting people for the first time, the safest route, and this goes for practically any language, is
to go formal. Italian does have three time-specific ways for more formally greeting others.

In the morning, you say “buongiorno.” Buon means “good” and giorno means “morning.” Literally, it
translates to “good morning.”
In the afternoon, it becomes buon pomeriggio, (although some may use buongiorno even in the
afternoon). In the evening, it becomes buonasera. Buona means good (feminine form) and
sera means “evening.” At night (later than the brief early evening time) you will hear buena notte
(good night).
Note that these expressions can also be used when leaving to say “goodbye.”
When in Italy, you answer the phone by saying none of the above—instead, say “pronto.” It means
“prepared.” You’re not being discourteous or demanding, you’re merely telling the other person that
you’re prepared to listen to her speak. After talking, you end the conversation by saying—um, what
else?—“ciao!”
8. नमस्ते (Namaste)
Language: Hindi
If you’re in the Indian subcontinent, you can get away with greeting everybody with just one word:
Namaste.
Hindi greetings are not time-specific, so you can use this one any time of the day or night. You use it
to begin and end interactions with both friends and strangers, young and old.
Namaste comes from the Sanskrit words namah and te, which mean “bow” and “to you”
respectively. Namaste is a greeting of respect and humility. You’re not only acknowledging the
presence of the other person, but also acknowledging the totality of his humanity. There’s a strong
spiritual element and namaste reminds people of the divine that exists in everybody—the life force,
the “god-in-me” that exists in every person they meet.
The expression is paired with a slight bow of the head. Place both palms in front of the chest in a
prayer-like position. As you say “namaste,” bow your head slightly. This gesture is called the
pranamasana gesture.
And talking of gestures, probably the most misunderstood of Indian actions is the head wobble. It’s
this nonverbal signal where they shake their head side-to-side. Westerners have a hard time
deciphering this one correctly because the Indian head wobble looks very much like saying “no.”
Say, an American asks his guest, “Would you like some ice cream?”
The Indian friend displays a smile and a head wobble.
What would he make of that? It’s like he’s saying “no.” Or worse, it looks like a “maybe.” It’s like the
other person is weighing his options, looking at pros and cons.
But the glisten in his eyes says something else entirely.
In reality, the head wobble is an expression of agreement. It’s a “yes.” Indians use it to say “yes,”
“okay” and “I understand.” What is exactly meant depends on context, but it’s generally a very
positive kind of gesture, and the more vigorous the wobbling, the more positive it is.
So remember that the next time you invite an Indian friend over for dinner. If his head wobbles, he’s
going to come.
9. γεια σας (Yassas)
Language: Greek
Say “yassas” to say “hello” in Greece.
Greeks are very informal and easygoing with their greetings, so much so that a handshake may not
be offered. There are no required bows or cheek kisses.
But don’t misinterpret this. The Greeks are actually very friendly and open. Visit the country for one
day and you’ll find this to be true. They’re just used to having tourists around, so they usually just
get out of their visitors’ ways as they also go about their ordinary days.

Make the first move and you’ll soon have somebody eager to help you get where you need to go or
tell you what you need to know. And if you throw a little Greek into the mix, like, kalimera (good
morning), kalispera (good afternoon), kalinita (good evening) and efxaristo (thank you), you’ll really
open yourself up to a friendly, rousing conversation.
Excerpted from: http://www.fluentu.com/blog/how-to-say-hello-in-differentlanguages/?utm_source=FluentU+Language+Learning+Tips+and+Updates&utm_campaign=27288ba
d4d-General+Learner+Weekly_09_18_2016&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_ee7f81dbad27288bad4d-92262449
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And remember that wherever you go, “Hello” can be the start
of a beautiful friendship

Notices & Special Offers

Holidays and Obsrvances around
the World.
http://www.timeanddate.com/holidays/
http://www.officeholidays.com/index.php
Smirnov Noble Family
Museum Reopens in
Tbilisi
http://agenda.ge/news/78169/eng

First Georgian Film Bought by
Netflix Receives another Prize at
Sofia Int’l Film Fest
http://georgiatoday.ge/news/6166/First-Georgian-FilmBought-by-Netflix-Receives-another-Prize-at-SofiaInt%E2%80%99l-Film-Fest%C2%A0

New Direct Flight from Tbilisi to Barcelona to Launch July 5
http://www.tabula.ge/en/story/119786-new-direct-flight-from-tbilisi-to-barcelona-to-launch-july-5

5 Bookstores in Tbilisi for
International Bookworms
http://www.tabula.ge/en/story/115656-5bookstores-in-tbilisi-for-international-bookworms

Recipes
Cheese, Mustard and Chive Scones - Makes 12-14 scones.
400g plain flour
2 teaspoons of baking powder
A pinch of salt
A pinch of black pepper
Half a teaspoon of cayenne pepper
1 teaspoon of English mustard powder
70g butter
300g mature cheddar, plus extra for
topping
A small bunch of chives
250ml milk
Directions
Line a baking tray with baking parchment and preheat the oven to 220 degrees, 200
degrees fan oven.
Sift the flour and baking powder into a food processor or, if you prefer to make scones
by hand, a large bowl. Mix in the salt, black pepper, cayenne pepper and mustard
powder.
Cut the butter into small pieces and then rub into the dry ingredients until the mixture
looks like fine breadcrumbs.
Grate 300g of mature cheddar cheese and mix well in. Scatter the chives, chopped
finely, into the mixture and stir in.
Add the milk, a little at a time, and combine until everything comes together as a soft
ball of dough.
With cool hands, knead the dough briefly then roll out on a lightly floured surface to a
depth of just over 2 cm. Use a 6cm cutter to cut out the scones, combining and quickly
rolling the offcuts again.
Brush milk lightly on the top and sides of the scones then scatter a little grated cheese
on the top of each one. Lift the scones, well spaced out, onto the prepared baking tray
and bake in the hot oven for 12-15 minutes, until the scones are well risen and the
cheesy tops are golden.
Cool on a wire rack for just a few minutes before serving. Store any left over in an
airtight tin and warm before eating.
Chef: Liz Robb
Notes: Homemade savoury scones are always a good accompaniment for soups and
stews, or served alone still warm from the oven, simply sliced with plenty of butter
melting on the top. These tasty scones have an extra kick from the mustard and pepper,
with lots of mature cheddar and a cheesy crust on top!

Tips
HOW TO SEAL A BAG WITHOUT A
CLIP: Squeeze all the air out of
the snack bag. Fold in the the
two sides, then fold down the
top 3 to 4 times. Holding the two
corners down, fold the top inside
out (like you would a pair of
socks) to secure.

Watch the video
https://www.buzzfeed.com/erinphraner/finally3-easy-snack-bag-hacks-and-i-cant-stopmunching-onm?utm_term=.gdgrQAXBW#.icnqvlYwN

New Uses for Bungee Cords

Stretch them out on your
balcony or porch for smallspace-friendly clothes lines.

Keep all of your front-seat totes
from falling all over the place
by hooking a bungee cord
around the passenger headrest.

Sponsors
Thank you to our IWA Sponsors for their support!
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To donate, here are the banking details
Sender’s name: ქალთა
საერთაშორისო ასოციაცია-საქართველო
Personal number / Identification code:
406044659
Account number: GE14PC0053600100019012
Sender’s bank
სს "პროკრედიტ ბანკი" Code MIBGGE22
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